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ABSTRACT
The visual exploration of large data spaces often requires zooming and panning operations to obtain details. However, drilling down to see details results in the loss of contextual overview. Existing overview-plus-detail approaches provide context while the user examines details, but typically suffer from distortion or overplotting. This is why, there is great potential for off-screen visualization. Off-screen visualization is a family of techniques which provide data-driven context with the aid of visual proxies. Visual proxies can be visually encoded and adapted to the necessary data context with respect to scalability and visualization of high dimensional data. In this paper, we uncover the potential of off-screen visualization in visual data exploration by introducing its application examples to different domains through three derived scenarios. Furthermore, we categorize supporting tasks of off-screen visualizations and show areas of improvement. Then, we derive research challenges of off-screen visualizations and draw our perspectives on the issues for future research. This paper will provide guidance for future research on off-screen visualization techniques in visual data analysis.

Index Terms: Off-screen Visualization

1 INTRODUCTION
Today’s world is driven by the incessant collection of data. The amount of stored and processed data is rapidly and constantly growing. This situation makes great demands on visualizations; they need to scale to vast amounts of data while remaining interactive so that users can gain meaningful insight into data at the same time. However, visualizing ever-increasing amounts of data is often challenging due to the limited screen real estate. Instead, within the limited space, users perform effective interaction techniques to aggregate information for overview and to focus on areas of interest back and forth. In the event users apply zooming or panning operations to explore large data spaces, the operations have one important commonality: both zooming and panning imply that the user is only viewing a part of the data while losing the overview. Existing approaches to handle this situation are to either provide a separate view or a second viewport to the visualization, either as inset or separate view. Although this approach provides both overview and detail at the same time, a drawback is that the user is forced to split her attention, which can increase cognitive load [18]. Apperley et al. [1] therefore proposed to distort the surrounding while providing a maximal focus region. Based on the degree-of-interest function [11], several so called Focus-plus-Context systems have been presented [6, 9, 28, 33], among others [7] - overview and detail are seamlessly integrated. Despite the advancement in image-based approaches, we argue that data-driven, context-preserving visualizations have not been sufficiently considered, yet. Jäckle et al. propose to augment the Visual Information Seeking Mantra [34] by retaining overview while having details-on-demand: “Overview first, zoom and filter, then overview and details-on-demand”. In this work, authors present off-screen visualizations that aggregate overview of data items while showing details of a region. Continuing the study, we explore the full potential of data-driven off-screen techniques in general applications of visualizations and visual analytics in the scope of this study.

In this paper, we propose the area of Off-screen Visualization as a pioneering approach, which shows lots of potential for visual data analysis. Off-screen visualization aims at providing a data-driven overview by distorting the distances to objects located outside the viewport. Yet, the design space of techniques in general applications has not been fully discovered. In particular, we attempt to investigate off-screen visualization techniques with respect to domain and nature of the data. Our paper discusses perspectives of potentials and challenges of off-screen visualization based on thorough review on prior studies.

Based on a brief introduction of off-screen visualization in Section 2, we provide three different scenarios derived from high-level task descriptions [3] in Section 3. We use these scenarios not only to give an impression of what is already possible using off-screen representations, but also to highlight shortcomings, gaps, and areas for further research. In Section 4, we discuss challenges that arise from identified gaps and conclude with takeaway messages in Section 5.

2 OFF-SCREEN VISUALIZATION

It is still an ongoing, unsolved research how to providing overview and the context while showing a certain area in detail. Many prior studies provide inspiring solutions, which also show inspiration and areas for improvement at the same time. Multiscale Interfaces [12] present a possible solution; using different levels of data aggregation and presentation, the interface adapts to the zooming level. While zooming, a constant switch between overview and detail is achieved. Apart from the advantage of having a representation adapted to the data, the user still loses the overview when zooming. Existing
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Figure 1: Off-screen visualization. Objects located (a) outside the viewport are (b) mapped back to the viewport by using different kinds of visual proxy representations (indicated by a question mark).

Generally speaking, off-screen visualization aims at preserving data-driven overview, and thus context, while maintaining maximum resolution for focused areas. Context includes the information about the data topology and characteristics. For this context, data points outside a focal area are typically visualized as visual proxies, which can show position [36], distance [2, 14, 19], up to full topology [20, 24, 25] of the data points. As Figure 1 depicts, the general
approach visualizes such off-screen data points as proxies, which can be visualized by many techniques (e.g., glyph), near surrounding areas of main viewport.

Off-screen visualization techniques have mainly been applied to map and graph visualizations [10, 15, 29, 31]. Games and Joshi [13] take first steps towards the application to other visualizations and apply off-screen visualization to bar charts. Furthermore, the techniques named HaloDot [17] and Ambient Grids [25] use aggregation to scale to vast amounts of data. Despite the recent improvements, there is greater potential for research in the areas of scalability, representation of multivariate data, and application to different domains.

3 Tasks and Perspectives

As previously mentioned, off-screen visualization has mainly been applied to geo-spatial and graph representations, taking the relative distance and the direction of off-screen objects with respect to the viewport into account. However, there exist many potential application areas, which are mostly uncharted. To categorize the potential tasks that off-screen visualizations can support, we derive and categorize tasks from three scenarios on the basis of task description suggested by Brehmer and Munzner [3]. They proposed the Multi-Level-Typology of Abstract Visualization Tasks, which can be used to describe such applications. The authors provide abstract rather then domain-specific task descriptions, which makes it suitable to express the general application of off-screen techniques. As per the authors, a task description is formed by a combination of elements of the questions Why?, How?, and What?. Why a task is performed is described by a three level hierarchy: The highest level of why a task is performed is called produce and consume. Consume is specified by these three relevant nodes:

- **Present** refers to the visualization of information and thus is used for decision making or instructional processes. Interactive monitoring systems represent a prominent class of this node.

- **Discover** is tailored to the visual analytics process and helps to generate and verify hypotheses. An example represents the exploration of high dimensional data.

- **Enjoy** refers to visual representations that are novel, interesting and consider attention, but are not used by experts for specific analyses. Under this category, in particular, there exist many web-based interactive visualizations that are publicly available, such as data journalism articles on trending topics in social media.

The mid-level of why a task is performed is called search and consists of the nodes lookup, locate, browse, and explore. The purpose of this level is to find elements of interest, regardless of the highest level (consume). The lowest level is called query and has the goal to identify, compare, and summarize targets found in the mid-level.

How a task is performed consists of three non-hierarchical classes: encode, manipulate, and introduce, whereby manipulate consists of the nodes select, navigate, arrange, change, filter, and aggregate. Introduce consists of the nodes annotate, import, derive, and record. Furthermore, What defines the task inputs and outputs.

In three following sections, we introduce three application scenarios of off-screen visualizations and highlight gaps for future research. The scenarios result from the highest level (consume) of why a task is performed and are therefore aligned with the aforementioned nodes. We combine these nodes with nodes of how a task is performed and what the data input is, and propose following scenarios: (1) emergency management and response (present), (2) food composition analysis (discover), and (3) social media exploration (enjoy). Table 1 provides an overview of the scenarios, and includes their task description, partially with respect to future work – nodes whose text is bold are used in the description of the scenario, but state-of-the-art techniques are not yet capable of addressing them. The table only gives a brief overview over the scenarios, which is why we abstain from providing a detailed task description per off-screen technique in text. The table also includes off-screen visualizations which are possibly capable of partially supporting the tasks described in the scenarios.

In the scope of this paper, we do not consider the produce node with all possible interactions falling into the category of introduce, because they refer to tasks where users generate new artefacts. Such tasks can be performed completely independent from off-screen visualization and are generally applicable. For this paper, we stick to existing off-screen visualization techniques for other purposes. Therefore, we leave the produce node out for this research, but will come back to it as a future direction in Section 3.4.

3.1 Emergency Management and Response

![Figure 2: Emergency Scenario - Flooding. In order to get information about (a) high water levels and destruction events, operators need to see details, but when (b) drilling down to municipality and street level, vital information disappears. (adapted from Mittelstädt et al. [30])](image)

Emergency management and response is a scenario, where users are required to make informed decisions based on rapidly updating information from an interactive monitoring task. This scenario is inspired by Mittelstädt et al. [30] and depicts a natural disaster, namely a flooding, in multiple geographic locations. An operator, who is located in the control center, monitors a power grid that consists of several transformer stations and landlines. Figure 2 shows her screen, which presents a map with icons attached to their corresponding locations. In our scenario, the flooding is destroying transformer stations, which are highlighted (violet stations) in the map overview. The operator needs to keep track of the infrastructure and to organize task forces for rescuing efforts. To accomplish this, she drills down to municipality level to gain detail (Figure 2 (b)). A detailed social media content view updates the operator in real-time about new incidents from time to time. Such information can give a possibility to selectively coordinate task forces in a more efficient way.

With the help of off-screen visualization, we can imagine to use visual proxies, such as presented by Frisch and Dachselt [10], to enable the operator to locate and lookup transformer stations and task forces when zoomed in. Besides the geographic position, the data is one-dimensional, meaning the visual proxies indicate (e.g. by encoding color as visual variable) the status. In this way, the operator can identify new incidents in the station areas, compare their situations to one another, or summarize stations with similar situations, while retrieving detailed information in one particular location. Transformer stations and task forces build a huge network. Meanwhile, the operator is required to be aware of the location of the nodes and the relative distances from the nodes to each other. To visualize the great amounts of geographic positions, we can use techniques using aggregation such as HaloDot [17] or Ambient Grids [25]. Considering this scenario as graph visualization, the techniques [10, 15, 29, 14] can also be applied.
Despite such potential benefits, we also see areas for improvement as well. For instance, off-screen visualizations require improvement with respect to scalability. Existing techniques use degree-of-interest functions [15, 29] or integrate interaction with aggregated off-screen insets [10, 15] to tackle this issue. Although automatic filter functions and interaction address the issue of scalability, they either skip possibly important information or require too much time to retrieve overview. Also, to the best of our knowledge, off-screen visualizations are yet not able to visually distinguish between different datasets within the same visualization as it is the case in our scenario; we need to visualize transformer stations as well as task forces.

In addition to the representation of off-screen elements, interaction can be significantly helpful for the data analysis process. Once off-screen information is included in the detail view, the operator can interactively navigate the map, select visual proxies for further information, filter information accordingly, or change the aggregation level. Techniques such as Hopping [23], Predictive Jumping [35], Edgesplit [22], and Bring & Go / Link Sliding [31] offer expedient solutions and facilitate navigation. However, these techniques yet are limited to the navigation to off-screen objects. In contrast, Ghani et al. [15] and Frisch and Dachselt [10] provide additional interaction to resolve clutter issues. We see potential in augmenting the interaction space for off-screen visualizations, for instance by allowing the user to interactively change the representation, include more than one dataset, or even use a context zoom in order to magnify off-screen objects without losing the details. Table 1 summarizes the tasks of this scenario and highlights that filter mechanisms have not been used widely.

### 3.2 Food Composition Analysis

Food typically contains many different nutrients and thus is inherently high dimensional. For dietitians, health care experts, and even general population, it is interesting to learn which kinds of foods form groups according to their nutrients and whether correlations exist between them. For this purpose, we often use dimension reduction methods to project the high-dimensional data into lower dimensional space. In order to get an overview of interesting subspaces and thus interesting dimensions, we can arrange combinations of dimensions in a scatterplot matrix. Such matrix exponentially grows bigger as the number of dimensions increases. If the amount of considered scatterplots increases to a certain extent, then it becomes inevitable to drill down the visualization to get details. Thus, there is a clear need to preserve the contextual overview. For the purpose of discovering correlations and clusters across a number of dimensions, a user needs to keep an eye on the entire high dimensional space while inspecting a handful set of them.

When drilling down to certain dimensions of interest, we can apply off-screen visualization to show the dimension aggregation overview. One main challenge of this approach is to effectively handle the high dimensional space of the data. Jakle et al. [24] show how to encode high dimensional data by integrating glyph representations into a dedicated border region of the display. Though the authors only encode two dimensions in the study, the technique shows the potential towards the integrated visualization of higher dimensional data. We can also simply provide minified scatterplot icons, as glyphs, and link the projected data items via brushing to the focus region. In this way, analysts can lookup and locate dimensions of interest. Furthermore, the exploratory analysis is enabled in order to browse and explore the entire high dimensional space. Analysts can also identify dimension of interest, compare dimensions to each other to derive correlations, and summarize dimensions to visual correlations.

Interaction can also help to identify patterns and correlations in the data and thus supports the overall discovery process. Users can navigate the space, select data objects, or re-arrange dimensions to facilitate correlation analysis. At the same time, they can change the aggregation level and filter for dimensions. This represents a clear need for new off-screen interaction techniques. Besides being able to navigate [22, 23, 31, 35], there is a clear need for linking and brushing techniques, interactions to re-arrange and filter off-screen data, among others. According to the summarization of Table 1, there is a clear need for developing techniques for the visualization and analysis of high dimensional data. Furthermore, future research can also investigate the interaction ideas of Frisch and Dachselt [10] or Ghani et al. [15]. We think that in the case of high dimensional data analysis, degree-of-interest functions [15, 29] are beneficial in order to automatically fade out information based on the users’ interest.

### 3.3 Social Media Exploration

Social media accompany us in our day-to-day lives, and allow us to share information through our social networks and communities. In social media, we typically seek for trending topics, connections to the world, but at the same time our browsing behavior reflects our work, emotional state, or even our attitude to life. Impressive visualizations such as the Visual Backchannel [8] have been presented to follow online conversations about large scale events and definitively arouse everyone’s interest. As social media generate the increasing
amount of data every second, it is inevitable to provide tools that show overview and detail.

Streaming visualizations such as the Visual Backchannel (Figure 3) are inspired by ThemeRiver [21]. Off-screen techniques have yet not been applied to representations different from maps or graphs. Games and Joshi [13] take first steps and apply off-screen visualization to bar charts and scatterplots, which could be also applied to a drilled down version of ThemeRiver. However, we argue that simple visual proxies may not be enough. We can think of using the left-hand and the right-hand sides of the display to provide context about topic developments from past and future, respectively.

To allow the user to always have a task is performed, namely needed interaction techniques such as (compute new data elements), and record (capture visualization elements).

However, we see the main necessity for new off-screen techniques for visualizations other than maps or scatterplots, taking also high dimensional data into account. Tailored techniques can support and also enrich the analysis process. Examples represent matrices, charts of any kind, multivariate graphs, streaming visualizations, to name a few. Following, we will outline challenges that are related to future work.

4 CHALLENGES

To achieve efficient off-screen visualizations, we need to tackle certain challenges. We list the most important challenges below, which will be useful references for future direction of off-screen techniques.

4.1 Computational Efficiency and Scalability

One of the main technical challenges represents scalability of off-screen visualizations regarding large datasets and high dimensional data. Since off-screen visualizations aim to provide overview and details at the same time while users are performing interactions, it is highly desirable to process the computation of aggregation and update of cues in a timely manner. Due to the limited computational resources, one needs to find a balance between accurate representation of data and fast processing to ensure seamless interaction. Designers will encounter numerous questions to define scalable approaches to resolve issues, such as: How do we aggregate data up to several dimensions in visualizations? How do we simplify representations for efficient overview? How do we make sure users maintain accurate awareness of data objects while performing interactions?

First steps towards data aggregation have been proposed by Gonçalves et al. [17] and Jackle et al. [25, 24], but require improvement with respect to scalability. Furthermore, we are not aware of techniques that are able to handle the possibly sheer amounts of streaming data. Streaming data holds additional challenges such as fluctuations, or the context of incoming data to each other. At many points in time it is not clear if new incoming data is connected to already visualized data.

4.2 Context-Preservation

Several considerations come together for the design space to preserve context. This challenge is primarily related to how is context provided and which methods are used. Following, we list according to our opinion the most important design considerations. Depending on each point the overall context can be significantly improved.

- **Projection Method** refers to how off-screen objects are projected to the viewport. For example, to be aware of nearby objects we can choose a logarithmic distance mapping, linear otherwise.
- **Topology Preservation** refers to the capability of the off-screen visualization technique to maintain the overall topology of objects even when projected back to the viewport. This partially addresses the desert fog problem [27] – the user is aware of empty areas and saves zooming and panning operations. However, the need for topology preservation depends on the task at hand.
- **Visual Proxy Design** refers to the appropriate design of visual proxies. Depending on the design, context may be preserved in a better or worse way. Also the quality of the topology preservation is reflected by the design.

4.3 Interaction Challenges

Interaction is crucial for off-screen visualizations because users are supposed to have full control of the viewport but also of objects located outside the viewport. Besides existing interaction techniques that have been proposed so far [15, 22, 23, 31, 35], there is still a clear need for improvement as depicted in Section 3. Interaction with off-screen located objects needs tailored solutions. Users can adjust the granularity of abstraction in their off-screen visualizations depending on their needs. Not only those, users can be given numerous parameters and specifications of viewpoints to maximize value of off-screen visualizations. Then, the question is whether users will benefit by such interaction, if so, how we can support their interaction through automation or feedback. In more detail, we also have numerous questions about how to let users interact with the main viewport and the off-screen viewport at the same time. Furthermore, there will be challenges of scaling users’ interaction between the main viewport and the off-screen viewport and vice versa.
4.4 High Dimensional Data

Different datasets provide new challenges for off-screen visualization techniques. To the best of our knowledge there is lack of techniques taking into account multiple dimensions of the presented data. A starting point can be the visualization of uncertainty data [24], which integrates two dimensions into a glyph representation. Proceeding this idea, we can think of using higher dimensional glyphs to encode high dimensional off-screen information. However, this is just a first concept. The main challenges on how to aggregate high dimensional off-screen data and how to present it remain.

4.5 Evaluation Challenges

Evaluations are task dependent. Most evaluations have so far been carried out for the well-known techniques, namely halos, arrows, and wedges [4, 5, 20]. Within these studies, they have also been partially compared to Overview-and-Detail systems (application of a second viewport). To the best of our knowledge, existing evaluations have only considered up to 124 off-screen objects, which were presented in an aggregated manner [16]. This evaluation was also carried out against the usage of a second viewport. However, we argue that a miniified map does not meet the requirements of being scalable to several thousands of off-screen objects. Techniques like Dynamic Insets [15] used bigger datasets, but at the same time applied a degree-of-interest function making the amount of to be presented off-screen objects shrink significantly. Evaluation of off-screen techniques inherently presents a challenge. Almost every presented off-screen technique provides an evaluation. However, we need to ask ourselves: How do you compare a fully topology-preserving technique to a technique which only provides distance and location of off-screen objects? Also, how do you evaluate design decisions that are not comparable to other off-screen techniques? If for example somebody comes up with a new way of visualizing high dimensional data, it is not clear to which off-screen technique to compare to. The same applies to off-screen techniques applied to different visualizations then maps or scatterplots. Furthermore, a comparison to focus-plus-context systems seems justified at first sight, but remains questionable – focus-plus-context systems primarily are used to distort the image space not taking data characteristics into account.

Moreover, interaction techniques have also been evaluated, like e.g. [32], but newly introduced techniques also need to show their effectiveness with respect to interaction.

5 Concluding Remarks

We presented three scenarios that show the possible potential of off-screen visualization techniques. We pointed out areas of improvement and gaps for future research, and discussed possible applications with respect to domain, nature of the data, and interaction. In conclusion, we observe that off-screen visualization is an evolving topic showing lots of potential. We wish to emphasize the area of off-screen visualization and hope for many interesting papers in the near future.
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